Welcome to DIGEST, WRI India’s monthly newsletter. This edition covers
January 2021 and features blogs and editorials written by our staff members
that provide unbiased and expert analysis, insights and commentary on the
latest and important issues concerning India’s natural resources, environment,
urban development and economy. Please connect with us on Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram and LinkedIn.

EDITORIALS
Electric vehicles could help fight India's pollution crisis - But the lack of bank
loans is a hurdle | Scroll.in
Clean air action plans for cities and their corresponding challenges |
NIUA.org
What clean fuel use in every household means for women empowerment |
News18
Time to include climate-responsive budgeting | The Economic Times
What India can learn from other countries about effective rental housing for
migrant workers | Scroll.in
Let the children breathe easy | The Indian Express

BLOGS
Digital ticketing as a way forward for safer,
cashless public transport

In the present time, with technological advancements
gaining popularity numerous services have migrated to
online platforms, resulting in reduction of the
infrastructural requirements to a large extend. Read more

Tackling transport emissions

Transport sector is a significant contributor and hence
tackling emissions from this sector will go a long way in
reducing the overall air-quality problems of the city and the
region. Read more

A nature-based solution for healthy, resilient
cities

Till early March, most global reports indicated that the
number of cities in India with a population of more than 1
million, will grow from 42 to 68 by 2030. Read more

How can public bike-sharing initiatives thrive
in Indian cities?

Cycling, a sustainable, healthy, and low-cost mode of travel,
has seen a resurgence in popularity during the pandemic as
cars and buses stayed off the roads. Read more

IN THE NEWS
India's wealthy emits seven times more emissions than the poor | India Spend | The Wire |
Scroll.in | India Climate Dialogue
Mumbai introducing bicycles for last mile connectivity | Hindustan Times | Urban
Transport News | Times of India
More parks, fewer offices? How the coronavirus will change city centers | Japan Today
Landscape restoration initiatives in India benefit rural communities, report says | Forest
News
National road safety week: CSR initiatives of Honda 2Wheelers to address road safety in
India | The CSR Journal
Covid-19 lockdowns improved air quality but far less than expected | Forbes
The Hyderabad Project | DESMI
There has been a reluctance to introduce bicycles in Mumbai: MMRDA Commissioner |
Hindustan Times
For US President Joe Biden, the long road of climate action begins now | Mint Lounge
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